Aloha Hibiscus

Date:
Time:

Wall hanging/Table runner

Location:
For more info:

Class Description

Learn a great new technique for fusible appliqué as you make a project that is full of aloha. Have no fear — appliqué is
easy using this method. You'll love having a project without the stiffness and flatness that often results when using
traditional fusible products. Come play with threads to embellish your wall hanging/table runner and make it even better.

Class Supply List
For this class, you will need:
Aloha Hibiscus pattern

Fabric and supplies as shown at
right

Please cut fabrics as indicated so
that you are ready when class
begins.

ALSO BRING TO CLASS:
Sewing machine with 1/4" foot as

Fabric/
supplies
needed for:
Block
backgrounds
and inner
pieced border

Fat quarters of six fabrics (various lime greens)

Outer border
and binding

1 yard (purple)

Hibiscus

10” squares of six fabrics (three darks and three medium/
lights in yellows, pinks, oranges) for flowers plus
5” x 5” yellow for stigma

Leaves

Fat quarter (dark green)

Backing

1½ yards (purple)

Suggested
threads

Superior Threads’ MasterPiece™ for piecing
Charlotte’s Fusible Thread™ and MonoPoly™ (smoke
or clear) for appliqué
Highlights or Rainbows for appliqué and embellishment

6”, 6” x 12” and/or 6” x 24”)

Travel iron and mat
Empty bobbins for your machine
(at least six)

Basic sewing kit, including pins,
small sharp scissors, thread,
sharp pencil (such as a
mechanical pencil), Add-a-Quarter
ruler and washable glue stick for
paper piecing

From EACH of these six fabrics, cut the following pieces:
Two 6½” x 6½” squares for block backgrounds
Six 3¼” squares for pieced inner border

From this fabric, cut the following pieces:
Eight 5” x 5” squares for pieced inner border
Four 2” x 2” squares for pieced inner border corners
Two 2” x 39½” strips for outer border (sides)
Two 2” x 18½” strips for outer border (top and bottom)
Four 2½” x 42/44” strips for binding

well as zig-zag or open-toe
embroidery foot. It is helpful to
have a machine that will do a
blanket stitch, zig-zag stitch, or
other decorative stitches for this
project.

Rotary cutter, mat, and rulers (6” x

Wall hanging or Table runner
(18” x 42” finished size)

